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UnumProvident's California Income Series policy is designed to help meet your income protec-
tion and asset preservation needs. The specimen contract in this booklet shows the general
coverage provided by Income Series policy form 650 (Non-cancellable coverage). Annotations
show where the coverage changes for customers who choose policy form 651 (Guaranteed
Renewable coverage). The policy has exclusions and limitations that may affect any benefits
payable. See the actual policy or your UnumProvident representative for specific provisions and
details of availability.



The California Income
Series’ coverage is designed for
a wide variety of profession-
als, managers and executives.

Choice of Non-cancellable
or Guaranteed Renewable
coverage.
“Non-cancellable” (policy
650) means the coverage
cannot be changed and
premiums are guaranteed to
age 65, unless you change
the coverage yourself and as
long as premiums are paid
on time. If you choose
Guaranteed Renewable
coverage (policy 651), this
section will reflect that
terminology and note the
fact that premiums can be
changed, but only for an
entire class of customers.

You can renew your policy
after age 65, as long as you
continue to work full time.

Satisfaction or full premium
refund within 10 days of
receipt.
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Four ways to pay
premiums
This specimen shows
monthly payment. Other
standard payment modes
include annual, quarterly
and semi-annual. For
policies that are part of a
multi-life plan, additional
payment modes may be
available for payroll
deduction in order to
match the employer’s pay
schedule.

This is how long benefits
will be paid during
Disability.
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Extended Mental
Disorder benefits
available in most
employer plans.
The employer may opt to
extend the 24-month
Mental Disorder provision
to the duration of  your
Benefit Period.

Recovery Benefits can be
paid after you return to
work full time in your usual
occupation but you
continue to have a loss of
earnings while you rebuild
your business or customer
base.

“Usual Occupation” means
the occupation in which
you are regularly
performing when your
disability begins. If the 24-
month usual occupation
period is chosen, benefits
after that period will
depend on the ability to
perform “another
occupation” in light of your
age, education, training,
experience, station in life,
and physical and mental
capacity.

Allows you to exchange the
income protection policy
for a UnumProvident
individual long term care
(LTC) insurance policy
between the ages of 60 and
70. The LTC benefit
period will be six years.
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See page 29.

See pages 30-32.

See page 33.



These terms are used
throughout the policy.
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Available choices include
90, 180, and 365 days.
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This section describes
situations in which policy
benefits are not available.

Note that this provision
may have limited
applicability to guaranteed
standard issue coverage in
plans sponsored by
employers.
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After age 65 and until age
75, benefits are payable for
up to 24 months. After age
75, benefits are payable for
up to 12 months.
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You have up to 31 days
after each premium due
date to pay each premium,
during which time the
policy remains in force.
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This section describes how
to submit a claim for
disability and how benefits
are paid.
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For Guaranteed Renewable
coverage.
If the coverage is
Guaranteed Renewable
(policy 651) instead of Non-
cancellable (policy 650),
there will be a paragraph
here in the policy stating:
“Your renewal premiums
will be based on Our rates
then in effect for Your rating
group. We can change the
premium rate but only if
We change the rate for
everyone who has this policy
form in Your rating group in
Your state.”
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No premium due while you
are disabled and receiving
benefits.
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Partial Disability benefits
are based on the level of
income lost due to less-
than-total disability. Prior
Total Disability is not
required for Partial
Disability benefits.

Higher benefits apply
when you initially qualify
for Partial Disability
benefits.
UnumProvident’s Work
Incentive Benefit (WIB)
can provide an enhanced
short-term benefit. Subject
to the maximum benefit
amount shown in the
Policy Schedule, WIB can
replace up to 100% of pre-
disability earnings after the
return to work.

This is the formula used to
calculate Partial Disability
benefits after the initial
WIB period.
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Residual Disability benefits
are based on the level of
income lost due to less-
than-total disability. Prior
Total Disability is required
for Residual Disability
benefits.

Higher benefits apply
when you initially qualify
for Residual Disability
benefits.
UnumProvident’s Work
Incentive Benefit (WIB)
can provide an enhanced
short-term benefit. Subject
to the maximum benefit
amount shown in the
Policy Schedule, WIB can
replace up to 100% of pre-
disability earnings after the
return to work.

This is the formula used to
calculate Residual Disability
benefits after the initial
WIB period.
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Recovery benefits provide
financial support while you
are rebuilding earnings
following a disability.
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Standard feature.
Automatically included in
all California Income Series
policies, this option allows
for the exchange of
earning-years’ individual
income protection
insurance for an individual
long-term care (LTC)
insurance policy when the
need changes to asset
preservation. The LTC
benefit period is six years.
Increases to the base LTC
benefit amount are
available if the Option to
Increase Benefit Amount
for Long Term Care Policy
Exchange is chosen.

UnumProvident guarantees
that the LTC policy will
meet minimum standards
for such coverage in effect
when the exchange is made.
Although the ability to
exchange does not add to
the premium for income
protection under the base
policy, the premium for
LTC coverage obtained
through this option will be
the standard premium
charged for such LTC
coverage at the time of the
exchange.

LTC benefits are available
through this exchange
provision without evidence
of insurability at ages
specified.
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Optional Cost of Living
Adjustments (COLA)
Helps income replacement
benefits keep pace with
inflation during a disability
that has lasted at least 12
months.

The actual percentage of
increase will be made based
on changes in the CPI-U
each year.

This section contains
information about the
CPI-U on which benefit
increases are based.
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If monthly benefits have
increased during disability
through COLA, after you
return to work you can
increase your coverage to
the level achieved through
the last COLA adjustment.
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Catastrophic Disability
Benefit can be added. This
option allows the customer
to purchase an additional
monthly benefit that, in
combination with the base
benefit, can replace up to
100% of pre-disability
earnings for very serious
types of disabilities that are
likely to increase living
expenses.
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Increase Option helps
coverage keep pace with
income increases by
guaranteeing the right to
apply for increases without
medical underwriting.

The increase available will
be based on either of these
earned income average
situations most advanta-
geous to the customer.

If one of the available
increases is not used or if
only part of it is used, the
customer can carry over the
unused amount to the next
Increase Option date.

The customer can apply for
a one-time extra unit of
increase on any Increase
Option date before
reaching the age of 42.
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To qualify for an increase,
you only submit financial
evidence that earnings have
increased. No medical
qualification is required.

You can apply for one unit
of increase even while
disabled. That increase will
apply to the benefit paid
during any subsequent
disability, but not to the
current period of disability.
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Available at the time of the
original application for
income protection, this
option allows you to
purchase a higher long term
care (LTC) benefit amount
when the income protec-
tion policy is exchanged for
an LTC policy. No
evidence of insurability will
be required at the time of
the exchange.

The LTC benefit amount
available through the base
policy benefit exchange is
$3,000 per month. This
option allows you to
increase the LTC benefit
above that level. The
amount of  increase
purchased is shown in the
policy schedule.
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Individual Income Protection coverage described in this booklet
underwritten by UnumProvident Corporation subsidiary:

Provident Life and Accident Insurance Company
1 Fountain Square, Chattanooga, TN 37402

Long Term Care coverage described in this booklet will be
underwritten by one of UnumProvident Corporation's insuring
affiliates.

www.unumprovident.com
© 2005 UnumProvident Corporation. All rights reserved. UnumProvident is the
marketing brand of UnumProvident Corporation’s insuring subsidiaries.
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